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1. INTRODUCTION
This manual covers the safety information, general information and setup & pack up instructions
for the Adventure Kings Gazebo Hub. The AK Gazebo Hub is designed to be used as an
additional attachment to the Adventure Kings 6x3m gazebo or 3x3m gazebo. For any questions or
warranty claims please call 1800 883 964.

2. SAFETY INFORMATION
Please read and understand all the following safety information prior to using the AK Gazebo Hub.
Adhering to the following safety warnings will reduce the risk of damage to the product or injury to
persons.

SAFETY WARNING
•

The AK Gazebo Hub is not self-supporting and requires either a 6x3m gazebo or 3x3m gazebo
to be correctly setup.

•

The use of open flame, fuel stoves, generators, combustion motors, heating devices or
cigarettes near or inside the AK Gazebo Hub is prohibited. The AK Gazebo Hub is not designed
to ventilate any internal harmful gases or withstand fire.

•

Do NOT attempt to setup the AK Gazebo Hub in extreme weather events.

•

It is recommended that all the provided guy ropes, pegs & poles are used in the AK Gazebo Hub
setup irrespective of weather conditions.

•

Camp site selection should always involve a quick check to ensure the safety of any AK Gazebo
Hub occupants. Refrain from setting up under large trees, close to waterways or near any other
potential environmental risks.

•

The AK Gazebo Hub is NOT designed to support any weight
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3. SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
The following is a step by step procedure on how to setup the AK Gazebo Hub. For information
regarding setting up an AK 3x3m or 6x3m gazebo, please see the specific user manual which can
be found on the 4WD Supacentre website. See Setup diagram below.

STEP 1:
Ensure that a 3x3m or 6x3m gazebo is setup and pegged down before starting the AK Gazebo
Hub setup.

STEP 2:
Remove the AK Gazebo Hub from its bag. Assemble the tent poles to their full length. Place the
assembled tent poles, pegs & guy rope off to one side.
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STEP 3:
Roll the AK Gazebo Hub out flat and position next to any 3m side of the gazebo. Ensure the front
door of the AK Gazebo Hub is facing the gazebo.
Note: The AK Gazebo Hub is only designed to fit the 3m side of a gazebo.

STEP 4:
Lift the front wall of the Gazebo Hub and clip it onto the gazebo cross bars using the small plastic
hooks, you will now see the Gazebo Hub begin to take shape.
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STEP 5:
Using the Velcro straps (#1 setup diagram) secure the
sides of the Gazebo hub to the vertical corner poles of
the gazebo.

STEP 6:
Grab the centre spreader pole and slide it into the sleeve
(#2 setup diagram). Once through the sleeve, ensure
both ends of the centre spreader poles are located in the
plastic joiners (#3 setup diagram).
Note: The plastic joiner has two holes of different
sizes. Ensure the centre spreader pole is inserted
into the smaller hole on each plastic joiner.

STEP 7:
Insert the vertical side poles (#4 setup diagram) into the plastic joiners (#3 setup diagram). Lift
up the Gazebo Hub and clip the bottom of the vertical side poles onto the ground pin (#5 setup
diagram).

STEP 8:
Grab the centre ridge pole and slide into the sleeve, (#6 setup diagram) then insert the centre
ridge pole into the fabric pocket (#7 setup diagram). Clip the centre ridge pole onto the ground
pin (#9 setup diagram). Clip the small plastic clips on back of Gazebo Hub (#8 setup diagram)
onto the centre ridge pole.

STEP 9:
Peg out the corners of the Gazebo Hub followed by the supplied guy ropes.
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12 MONTH LIMITED

WARRANTY
WARRANTY PERIOD:
Full 12 month warranty from date of purchase against all manufacturing defects.

WHAT DOES THE WARRANTY COVER?
Under normal usage conditions, this warranty covers:
a. Any defect in design or manufacture which results in the product failing to perform substantially as described
in authorised advertising or literature.
b. We will either repair or replace the product at our discretion providing that the fault is found to have been
caused by a design or manufacturing defect and not misuse or tampering.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be
of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. The benefits provided to you as the
consumer by this warranty are in addition to other rights and remedies available to you under the law.

THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER:
a. Any damage resulting from improper use
b.
c. The cost of removing and reinstalling the product
d. Travel and /or other expenses due to customer’s remote location
e. Transport charges and damage in transit. It is your responsibility to deliver and pick up your product,
including any costs associated with the postage of your repair or replacement product. If you do freight your
product we recommend that you insure against loss or damage.
f. Any loss directly or indirectly associated with the product failing to operate.
g. Damage caused by mould, insects, animals, misuse, incorrect operation, adverse weather, accidents
and fair wear and tear

TO MAKE A CLAIM, PLEASE ENSURE YOU RETAIN YOUR SALES RECEIPT OF PURCHASE

1800 88 39 64

OUTDOOR SUPACENTRE PTY LTD
2 Stanley St Silverwater NSW, 2128
PHONE: 1800 88 39 64
www.4wdsupacentre.com.au
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